
MooiMed
Private Hospital

WELCOME TO

WE ENSURE YOUR MEDICAL WELL-BEING IS OUR PRIORITY.



WHO WE ARE

Medical care that you can trust

At MooiMed we offer a
full turnkey medical

service to patients and
the broader community.

With 18 on-site
directories, all delivering

different high-end
medical services. We are

on the fore front of
medical technology and

innovation. 

Different Medical
Services

Experts by 
Experience Comfortable Stay

MooiMed Private Hospital
has world-class specialists

that can assist you in
areas such as

Ophthalmology, Urology,
Radiology, Orthopaedics,
Dermatology, Dentistry,
Gynaecology, to name a
few. Patients travel from
all over the country to be
treated by our specialists.

We go the extra mile to
ensure our patients are

looked after and
comfortable during their
stay. Our spacious rooms
have en-suite bathrooms

and are located on the
ground level providing

direct access to our
secure outdoor gardens. 

MooiMed hospital opened its doors in 1998. It started as a day hospital with 1 theatre
and 12 beds and was a joint initiative between GPs , dentist and some specialists here in

Potchefstroom. Currently, it is a 83 bed facility with 3 theatres and an ICU. It is still
owned by GPs, dentists and specialists in Potchefstroom in the form of shareholding.



WHO WE ARE

Medical care that you can trust

 

Our Vision

Our Mission

Our Core Values

Provide dedicated and affordable quality services to meet the needs
of our patients in Potchefstroom and the surrounding region. To fully

meet our responsibilities to our patients, staff, and the broader
community in an ethical, moral, and environmentally friendly manner.

Continually utilize and extend our resources in a scientific, cost-
effective, and appropriate manner.

To be a leader in health care with friendly, affordable quality at the
fore-front of technology.

Our core values indicate the principles of our hospital stakeholders,
management and staff members.

 
Health CARE is our calling:

Compassion  |  Above and beyond  |  Responsible
Excellence

 



WHERE WE WILL GO

Our plans for the future
We are in the process of planning some major expansions so we can capitalise better

on the existing bed licenses we have. We are also looking at transformation in order to
be more in line with the requirements of government regarding BEE.

We currently employ 78 persons and the management is in the capable hands of a 10
person management team with Sr Oosthuizen as the team leader.

The current board comprises of 5 persons:

WHERE WE WILL GO

Who will lead us there

Dr Pieter Henning  
Chairperson 
Radiologist
Shareholder (elected)

Dr Roelof van Wyk  
Ophthalmologist
Shareholder (elected)

Dr Kobus Slabber  
GP-anesthetist and sports doctor 
Shareholder (elected)

Dr Marijke Schopman  
GP-anaesthetist
Shareholder (elected)

Dr Philip Steenkamp 
LLB, LLM, PhD-Risk Management
(Corporate / Commercial Law Specialist)




